PipeMAGI: an integrated and validated workflow for analysis of NGS data for clinical diagnostics.
We describe how to set up a custom workflow for the analysis of next generation sequencing (NGS) data suitable for the diagnosis of genetic disorders and that meets the strictest standards of quality and accuracy. Our method goes from DNA extraction to data analysis with a computational in-house pipeline. The system was extensively validated using three publicly available Coriell samples, estimating accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. Multiple runs were also made to assess repeatability and reproducibility. Three different Coriell samples were analyzed in a single run to perform coverage, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, reproducibility and repeatability analysis. The three samples were analyzed with a custom-made oligonucleotide probe library using Nextera Rapid Capture enrichment technique and subsequently quantified using the Qubit method. Sample quality was verified using a 4200 TapeStation and sequenced on a MiSeq personal sequencer. Analysis of NGS data was then performed with a custom pipeline. The workflow enabled an accurate and precise analysis of NGS data that meets all the requirements of quality and accuracy required by international standards such as ISO15189 and the Association of Molecular Pathology. The proposed analysis/validation workflow has high assay accuracy, precision and robustness and can, therefore, be used for clinical diagnostic applications.